Dear Dr. CHANG,

The editors have found your manuscript entitled, "Bilateral occipital infarctions - An uncommon cause of bilateral visual loss" to be of interest and after some revisions are made, we would like to publish it.

For your guidance, reviewers' comments are appended below.

If you would be willing to make the proposed changes, and send a letter referencing the manuscript number and outlining the changes made, we would be very interested in publishing your manuscript.

To submit a revision, please go to http://ees.elsevier.com/jem/ and login as an Author. Your username is: DRCHANGKM. If you need to retrieve password details please go to: http://ees.elsevier.com/jem/automail_query.asp

On your Main Menu page is a folder entitled "Submissions Needing Revision". You will find your submission record there. Please be sure to include or upload all of your files (manuscript, figure, tables, etc.), even if they were not updated/revised.

Thank you for submitting your work to The Journal of Emergency Medicine. I look forward to receiving the revision of your manuscript.

Yours sincerely,

Dr. Gary Vilke
Associate Editor
The Journal of Emergency Medicine